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COMMERCIAL
PROPOSAL

REAKIRO
MEANS RECOVERY

OUR PHILOSOPHY, OUR COMPANY NAME, OUR
PRODUCT RANGE, OUR PACKAGING, ALL REFLECT
THE OBJECTIVE OF DIFFERENTIATION.

Established in 2016,
REAKIRO sp.z o.o
is a Polish wholly
owned subsidiary of
REAKIRO Europe Ltd.
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CHANGING
THE WORLD
NATURALLY

We believe in changing the world naturally.
Our vision is to become a world leader in creating,
developing and supplying the highest quality hempbased products and supporting services to help
millions of lives around the world.

REAKIRO ’S SUBSIDIARIES

European premium CBD
products manufacturer

Extraction of THC for
medical application in US

Building homes using
natural hemp resources

Advertising, Promotion
& Legal solutions

Stuart McKenzie
Reakiro CEO
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FROM SEED
TO SALE
REAKIRO IS ONE OF THE FEW
EUROPEAN MANUFACTURERS
WHO CAN CONSISTENTLY TRACE
THE ENTIRE PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
FROM SEED TO SALE.

The REAKIRO journey defined
that we needed to be in
complete control of all touch
points in the Cannabis business. This defines us.
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We are able to offer qualified, traceable products.
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GROWING

HARVESTING

EXTRACTING

PRODUCING

REFINING

We can rapidly establish
new product formulas,
packaging and react to
consumer demands.

TESTING

REAKIRO uses organic
Ethanol extraction to provide a product offering that
brings defining attributes as
our signature.

UK BASED THIRD PARTY
RESEARCH, IDENTIFIED KEY
INSIGHTS, NOW INCORPORATED INTO OUR EXPANDING RANGE:
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Historically over 70% of consumers were women. Men are a
fast growing consumer sector.
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Consumers seek clarity and
trust from their brand.
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The consumer age spread is
unlike most FMCG and Personal
Care products; 18 – 70+
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We need to cater for the
"Purists", the "Experimenters",
and those seeking "Remedies"

Reakiro works closely with
recognized and respected
laboratories, who specialize
in cannabinoid testing.
All products are vigorously
tested for impurities and
toxins, guaranteeing safety
and high quality.

REAKIRO DELIVERS QUALITY, CONSISTENCY AND TRANSPARENCY

� NO Harsh Chemicals
� NO Pesticides
� NO Heavy Metals

� Gluten Free
� Vegan Friendly
� Non GMO

� Full-spectrum
� Less than 0.2% THC
� Lab tested

� Premium Grade
� Made In EU
� EU certified seeds

� Quick Delivery Time
� Low Order Quantities
� Customer support
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REAKIRO
CBD PRODUCTS
RxPen
CBD Oils
E-Liquids

Capsules

Additional categories
under development:
� Vitamins with CBD
� Coffee/tea with CBD
� Sports proteins
� Topical range
extensions with CBD
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SKIN CARE
RANGE

With our formulators the range
is expanded with high quality
skin care products:
� Moisturizing day cream
� Nourishing night cream
� Massage oil for muscle relief
� Massage oil with endorphin

According to recent studies, CBD
is known to be a powerful antioxidant
and anti-inflammatory ingredient,
a fabulous skincare additive.

� Body butter
� Body butter for dry skin
� Muscle relief warming gel
� Muscle relief cooling gel

Every one of our Goddess Sativa products
is deeply infused with full spectrum cannabinoid oil, enriching your body with hemp’s
natural skin care benefits. To enhance the
experience, leaving you skin refreshed,
revitalised and glowing, we’ve combined
our special formula with ingredients such
as arnica extract, rosemary oil, almond oil,
shea butter and much more.

AVAILABLE in October 2019
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FULL SPECTRUM
CBD OILS
Reakiro introduces the "gold standard" of full spectrum CBD oil,
the best solution for those who want the optimum healthy life
to wake up their inner resources.

What is more effective,
full spectrum or isolate?
CBD Isolate is produced by removing
all other compounds found in the
plant, including terpenes, flavonoids,
and other cannabinoids. It was previously believed that CBD in its isolated
form was more effective than Full
Spectrum CBD. However, in 2005, this
theory was proved wrong by the study
from the Lautenberg Center for General Tumor Immunology in Jerusalem.
In the study, researchers found that
test subjects administrated with full
spectrum CBD received much higher
levels of relief, compared to subjects
administered with CBD isolate.
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Full Spectrum CBD is an extract containing all the compounds, which are found
naturally occurring in the plant. These
include over one hundred cannabinoids,
terpenes, flavonoids and essential oils,
which work in conjunction with each
other to improve therapeutic benefits of
the individual molecule. This is commonly
referred to as the "Entourage effect".
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Current range of CBD OILs:
� 300/500/1000/1500 mg of CBD
� 10 ml bottle

FULL SPECTRUM
CBD OILS
WITH FLAVORS
30 ML SPRAY

The range of CBD OILs
with flavors:
� 1000 mg of CBD
� 30 ml bottle with spray
Available in 6 flavors:
� Blood Orange
� Apple Crumble & Custard
� Peppermint

For the most demanding consumers who are more
comfortable with a milder taste of CBD oils, we
developed the highest quality full spectrum CBD
oil with popular flavors: mint, cinnamon and fruit.
Additional flavors to come. We use spray delivery
for easier consumption method, adding product
specific value to our new CBD range.

AVAILABLE in October 2019
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FULL SPECTRUM
CBD OILS
WITH HERBAL REMEDY
10 ML

The range of CBD OILs with herbs:
� 300/500/1000/1500 mg of CBD
� 10 ml bottle

COMING SOON

From ancient times, herbal plants
have been used in medicine. By adding herbs, we combine benefits of
herbs and CBD. Consumers can get
value from this powerful mix to manage anxiety, insomnia, pain relief and
inflammation.
We will introduce the new HERBAL
range with our high quality full spectrum CBD oil.
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RAW HEMP
EXTRACT RX PEN

Current range of
RAW HEMP EXTRACTS:
� 1000mg CBD/10 ml

Raw Hemp Extract is perfect for those who want naturally extracted CBD product, complete with terpenes.

Raw hemp extract is the purest form we
make with a maximum potency level of
phyto-cannabinoids.
We now offer raw hemp extract in new
more convenient device, with accurate
pump action dosage.
The airless applicator keeps raw hemp
extract sealed, pure and free from contaminants.
With every click, you receive 25mg of
CBD Hemp Extract
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HEMP CBD CAPSULES
WITH PIPERINE
Our capsules are made with full
spectrum CBD extract.
Piperine extract boosts absorption and bioavailability.

Make your daily CBD intake as convenient as possible. With Reakiro’s CBD
capsules, you can be sure you receive
the exact serving size of the highest
quality CBD. It’s the easiest way to
consume CBD. Each capsule contains
15 mg of CBD that is quickly absorbed
into the body.
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The range of CBD CAPSULES:
� 30 units/459 mg CBD
� 60 units/900 mg CBD

CBD
E-LIQUIDS
We choose the purest forms of CBD
Isolate possible and blend with
both natural and artificial flavors.

The range of CBD VAPES:
100/300/500 mg CBD,
10 ml bottle
Available in 6 flavors:
� Menthol
� Tobacco
� Choco mint
� Blueberry
� Strawberry
� Unflavoured

We understand that consumers who
want faster results and enjoy the
benefits of CBD, vaping can be a more
effective method of consumption.
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REAKIRO
FLEXIBILITY

REAKIRO PROVIDES FULL CONCEPT CREATION
AND DESIGN SERVICE WITHIN ITS BACK OFFICE
SUPPORT STRUCTURE.
This comprehensive range is available under both Reakiro and Private Label,
allowing for differing concentration offers and differential pricing strategies.

Reakiro selected
as #3 in Europe by
independent review
within the top 10 best
CBD oils for 2019.

Awarded
#1 Best Design
Brand*

Rating aspects:
� Quality
� Taste
� Design
� External ratings

*https://straininsider.com/best-cbd-oil-in-europe-2019
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MARKETING
SUPPORT

AGGRESSIVE BRAND AND
CATEGORY SUPPORT STRATEGY
IS CENTRAL TO OUR RETAIL
PROPOSITION.
� Reakiro branded products will be supported
by a 3% Retroactive Bonus applied to invoiced sales.
� Bonus is paid on invoice value net of additional
bonuses or discounts.
� Monthly 1+1=3 on selected SKU’s provided by off
invoice discount of the selected item purchased.
� 6-month planned promotional program,
mutually agreed.
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OUR WEBSITES
https://cbdreakiro.com
http://reakiro.com
https://www.cbdoilwholesale.eu/buy-now-wholesale-cbd/

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA
https://www.facebook.com/reakiro.shop/
www.linkedin.com/company/18775998/
https://www.instagram.com/reakiro.shop/
https://www.instagram.com/reakiro.official/
https://www.facebook.com/reakiro/
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ARTICLES
https://londonlovesbusiness.com/cbd-in-black-and-white/
http://www.theleader.info/2019/04/25/how-to-combat-workplace-stress-with-a-natural-remedy/
https://www.ajourneythroughthefog.co.uk/2019/08/cbd-oil-review-reakiro-500mg/
https://deskrush.com/cbd-hype-with-reakiro/
https://mightygadget.co.uk/everything-you-need-to-know-about-cbd-and-vapes/
https://straininsider.com/best-cbd-online-shops-europe
https://straininsider.com/how-cbd-oil-is-conquering-europe
https://www.e-architect.co.uk/articles/cbd-a-creative-aid
https://www.bmmagazine.co.uk/business/how-to-identify-high-quality-cbd/
https://www.supanet.com/finding-cbd-in-london-a21055.html
https://www.naturalelements.co.uk/relieve-your-sports-injuries-with-cbd/
https://www.healthsoothe.com/the-benefits-of-cbd-oil/
http://neufutur.com/2019/07/take-a-look-into-the-history-of-cbd-with-a-future-glance/
https://diethics.com/how-much-cbd-one-should-take-dosage-of-cbd/
https://ventsmagazine.com/2019/07/12/ways-to-gain-body-muscles-for-men/
https://www.tastefulspace.com/blog/2019/07/25/cbd-oil-and-its-benefits/
https://thesportsdaily.com/2019/08/05/how-to-find-the-best-cbd-site-for-you/
https://www.veloceinternational.com/tips/what-is-cbd-oil/
https://www.thetrentonline.com/does-cbd-get-you-high/
https://www.sportsgossip.com/say-hello-to-convenience-with-reakiro-cbd-capsules/
https://www.healthsoothe.com/the-benefits-of-cbd-oil/
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/health/2019/2969864.html
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